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RESUMEN: Hemos analizado ondas telesismicas P y § para la mayoria de los terremotos
de gran magnitud en la zona de subducci6n Sudamericana, y hemos encontrado grandes
v*aciones, tanto espaciales como temporales, en la liberaci6n de moment0 sismico. En
regiones con una O varias asperezas, la mayor parte de los terremotos se inician en O cerca
de la aspereza dominante. El tipo de segmentaci6n definida por los terremotos en el
presente siglo, pareceser inconsistente conla secuencia anteriordada por los eventos enlas
fionteras de las placas a 10 largo de la zonede subducci6n Sudarnericana.
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During the last decade Our understanding of the rupture process of large subduction
zone earthquakes has improved dramatically. Recently, many studies have identified
temporal and spatial heterogeneity associated with the rupture process of underthrusting
subduction zone events using teleseismic body waves.These studies have shown that the
seismic momentrelease is not unifonnly distributed butis concentrated in small regions or
patches on the fault area. These patches of relatively high momentrelease and hence high
slipareinterpretedasasperities
(Lay et al., 1982). Detailedwaveformstudies of
earthquakes that occurred since 1963 provide us with a first-order asperity mapfor part of
the South Arnerican subduction zone. In order to expand Our understanding of the
earthqualce occurrence along this subduction zone,we have extended Our study to include
the largest historic earthquakes.
Although plate boundary segments fail repeatedly in large earthquakes, the seismic
moment and recurrence interval for these major plate boundary events often vary
dramatically. Study of different earthquakes over a long time interval is essential for a
thorough understanding of theearthquake phenomenon. Restricting Our analysis torecent
earthquakes (events in the last 30 years) can lead to erroneous or misleading results for
some regions. Thus, detailed analyses
of earlier historic earthquakes are critical.For nearly
80 years a large number of seismographs havebeen recording at stations aroundthe world.
Analyzing data from historic earthquakes can yield valuable information about the
earthquake occurrence. For events between 1920 and 1963 we have collected and analyzed
teleseismic waveform data to determine source parameters.
In addition, we have compiled
information about tsunamis and intensities for events extending back approximately 400
years (Silgado, 1985; Hatori, 1968, 1981). The historic earthquake record for the South
American subduction zone clearly indicates
that characteristic earthquakesdo not occur, but
rather we see large variations in the earthquake rupture mode and segmentation between
successive earthquake sequences.
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Two different modes of rupture have occurreddong the sutduetion zone segment off
the coast of Colombia-Ecuador (Kanamori and McNally, 1982). En 1906 a g e a t
earthquake (M,=8.8) ruptured a 500 km segment of the plate b u n d x y . This s m e
segment subsequenrly mprured in three smallerearuthquakes, from south to north, in 1942
( M s = 7.9), 1958 (&Iw = 7.71, and 1979 (MW= 8.2). Ir has been 50 yetirs since the 1942
ic is important
earPkquake, longer than the 36-year interval between 1906 and 1942; hence,
to evaluate the 1942eatthquake. We analyzed long-period teleseismic P amd PP phases ro
determine the size, source duration amd rupture complexiq for the May 14, 1942, Ecuador
eankqu&e. The P-wave fust morions and body wave modeling of the 1942 ewhquake
the focal mcchanismdetemined for
indicate an underthrusring meehanism consistent with
the 1979 Colombia earthquke. The source rime function deeonvolvedfiom body waves
indicate a. simple pulse of moment releasewith a duration of -25 sec and a depth exrent of
6-30!an.The 1942 earthquake failedas a single-asperity event with the moment release
concentrard near the epicenter. Esrimating the spatial exrent of the main moment release
usimg the source duration and a rupture velocity of 2-2.5 km/see suggests thatmost of the
moment relense accurred on a srna11 part of the fault area and in a region with very few
aftershocks. The 1942 evene is larger than the adjacent 1958 event, altkougkboth
emkquakes initiated rupture nt the dominant asperity andhad similar numbers of
afterskocks with rnb 9 5.5 (Mendoza and Dewey, 1984). In crsntnss, the 1979 emhquake
had a mueh longer source duration, initiaaed rupture -60 km from the dominant asperity
and hnd few aftershocks with ypZtp> 5.5 (Beck and Wuff, 1984). The kistoris emkquake
record suggeses that a large tsunami-genenting event has not occurred prior 10 1906 for at
least 300 years. Large variations occur in the rupture characteristics of the individual
emhquakes (1942,1958, amd 1979) as well as beeween successive eartkquake cycles almg
the CoIornbia-Ecuador subduction zone.

CElTVIXAL PERU SUBDUCTION ZONE
The great eanhquakes of O&. 17, 1946 (rM,=8.1), May 24, 1948 (M,=7.9), Ocr. 3,
1974. (itf,=$.l) and Augusr 24, 1942 (M,-S.2) ruptured adjacent segmentsalong the Peru
trenck. With the exception of a 80-100 km gap betweea 1974 and 1942 rupture zones,
wkere the Nrizca ridge interseetsthe trench, the entire segment between IOOS and 16"' kas
failed in magnitude 8 earthqudces this eentury. The 1946 and 1940 eartkquakes failed as
single aspemty eapthquakes witk the dominant asperitynear the hyrsocenter (Beck md Ruff,
1989). In contrast, the 1974 event had a bilateral rupture and failed wirh nvo asperities, the
Iargest occurrirng 80 km ssutk of the hypocenter (Beck andRuff, 1989). The aspemties are
concentratd on a small part of the aftershock area (Deweyand Spence, 1979). The 1942
eartkquake failed with 2 to 3 pulses of moment release, but we eannot spatially lmate the
moment release. The historie earthquake reeord suggests significant variations in the
earthquake size during the last 400 years. Previous events in 1687 and 1744 were muck
larger than the earthquakes this cencury (Beek and Nishenko, 1990). The intensity and
tsunami data indicate that the 1687 evenr ruprured not only the 1974 segmentbut the gap
ktweem the 1974 and 1942 events. The 1746 eartkquake appears to have mptured b t k the
1966 and 1940 segments.

CEPTIXAL c3p4LE SUBDUCTION ZONE

Four large historie earthquakes have occurred dong the central Chilem subduction zone.
From north 6s south, these events occurred on November 11, 1922 (M,-8.3), Apml4, 1943
(&-'7.9), December 1, 1928 (M,-8.0) and Snnuary 25, 1939 (M,-8). We have evaluated
source parameters for these events using long-period P and SH wavefsms, P-wave Fust
motions, intensities, and tsunami heighcs. We find that the 1922, 1998 and 1943 events are
consistent with undenhrusting of the Nazca Plate beneath the South American plate. Al1four
events were well recorded in Europe at station DBN. A cornparison of the source time
functions determined using the P waves recordedat DBN indicates that the 1922 event was
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approximately 4 times larger than the 1943event and approximately6 times larger than the
1928 event. The 1922 and 1943 events produced tsunamis in Japan of 65 and 10 cm,
respectively. In contrast, no far-field tsunami was reportedin Japan for the 1928 event.
A moment tensor inversion using long-period P and SH waveforms for the 1928
emhquake yieids a range in acceptable focal mechanisms, al1 of which are predominantly
thrust events. The source time function for the 1928 emhquake has one main pulse of
moment release with a duration of approximately 24 sec. The reported location of the
maximum intensities and aftershocks for the 1928 earthquake are south of the main shock
epicenter, suggesting a rupture to the south. The source duntion suggests that most of the
moment release occurred between the epicenter and approximately80 km to the south.The
1943 earthquake also has a simple source time function with a duration of 24 sec; however,
the rupture direction is unclear. In contrast, the P-wave for the 1922 earthquake recordedat
DBN indicates that thisearthquake has a complex source time function with three
pulses of
seismic moment release and a total duration of at least 70 sec. The complexity of the 1922
earthquake suggests it failed in a multiple-asperity rupture, indicating that this segment
could rupture in several smaller adjacentevents rather than one1922-typeearthquake.
The most damaging earthquake along the Coast of southem Chile this century occuned
on January 25, 1939. The 1939 earthquake caused 28,000 deaths and did extensive damage
to the City of Chillan (Campos and Kausel, 1990).The 1939 eventoccuned just to the south
of the 1928 earthquake. Although similar in size, the 1939 earthquake was much more
damaging than the 1928 earthquake. Analysis ofboth these large subduction zone
emhquakes indicates that they have different focal mechanisms.
We analyzed P and S waveforms to determine the type of faulting and source parameters
for the 1939 emhquake. A comparison of waveforms recorded at the same station for the
1939 eanhquake and underthrusting earthquakes in 1925 and 1943 along the Chile
subduction zone confirms that the 1939 earthquake is not an underthrusting event. The P ,
S V and SM first motions, the amplitude ratio ofthe S H to S V , and modelling of P
waveforms indicate an oblique normal focal mechanism. The high intensities, lack of a
tsunami, and inland location associated with the 1939 event are al1 consistent with an
innaplateevent withinthe down-going slab. Thus, large, intermediate-depth, intraplate
earthquakes representa significant seisrnic hazarddong the Coast of Chile.
The 1928 earthquake ruptured southward with most of the seismic moment release
occuning 60-80 km south of the 1928epicenter but still nonh of the 1939 region.In Iight of
this information the underthrusting plate interface segment (updip of the 1939 event)
between 36's and 37.5"s needs to be re-evaluated. This se,gment failed in 1835, 1751, and
1657 with large tsunami-generating earthquakes.Although weknow very littie about these
previousevents, the largetsunamis and intensitypatternssuggest
that they were
underthrusting earthquakes and not inmplate emhquakes similar to the 1939 event. If the
1939 event is indeed not an underthrusting earrhqu'ake, then this segment has not failed for
157 years and may be a "seismic gap".

CONCLUSIONS
MÛchof the South American subduction zone has failed in magnitude 8 or larger
earthquakes this century. The rupture characteristics of these individual earthquakes have
varied greatiy. The regions of high moment release and hence large displacement are
concentrated on small patches of the f w l t area as defined by the aftershock area. Both
single- and multiple-asperity ruptures occur
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